Telomere and TRF2/MTBP localization in respect to satellite DNA during the cell cycle of mouse cell line L929.
The mouse Mus musculus chromosomes are all acrocentric; each centromere (CEN) is adjacent to a telomere. The aim of the current work is to find out if at least half of the mouse telomeres (Tel) always follow satellite DNA sequences and if membrane telomere binding protein TRF2/MTBP is always in association with the Tel during the cell cycle. FISH, immunoFISH and confocal microscopy were used. During the cell cycle, Tel undergo extensive movement and rearrangement. Most Tel tend to aggregate into large conglomerates in G0/G1. Aggregates colocalize with major satellite (MaSat) and minor satellite (MiSat) to a lesser extent. Tel aggregates are embedded into the MaSat granules at G0/G1. A number of single Tel signals underline the nuclear envelope. In prometaphase, during the metaphase plate formation, half of the Tel, together with CEN, are arranged in a circle and half of the long arms form four clusters. Most of the Tel hybridization signals are colocalized with TRF2/MTBP throughout all stages of the cell cycle, although it is possible to find some telomeres that are not covered with the protein. A prominent shift of TRF2/MTBP signals in respect to the Tel signals is visible in the prophase. The biochemical features of TRF2/MTBP make it possible for the protein to be responsible for Tel clustering.